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Data statistic analysis is one of the bank’s routine jobs to design current and
future business strategies. With the explosive development of banking, there is
more and more business data types and data scale. The emergence of data
warehouse solves the problem of mass data storage while it brings with the
problem that people cannot find desirable data quickly. It is always a long time
from the generation of business to the data collection of managers. Data from
business system to data exchange center, to the data warehouse and finally
returned to each business system and which link takes the longest? Which action
takes the longest? Only with acknowledge of time-consuming in each link, we can
bring out correct resource optimization scheme. It is called bank data production
line from the data source to data warehouse and data line performance
monitoring and analysis has become one of the urgent tasks in technology
department.
Combined with the characteristics of banking data flow, the dissertation designed
and implemented a system which is able to monitor and analyze the overall
performance of data line for architect and senior managers, referred to as
PMA(Performance Monitoring and Analysis). The main system objective is to
provide index data of performance analysis in the whole line from source data to
business reports, provide decision-making basis for architect and project senior
managers, realize enterprise performance management mechanism named
“active defense, continued optimization”. The system is not concerned about the
performance of some part, but rather to monitor the performance problems of the
entire data line.
The system is based on the combine framework of B/C and C/S. Using JSP
technology to do data-processing, Microsoft EXCEL (2007) to do in-depth














The system follows the theoretical basis of Critical Path Method which is one of
the most important analytical methods in modern project management. Firstly,
collecting performance data from each part in data line according to data required
interfaces. Secondly, loading the data from each system to data processing
modules according to data interfaces strictly. Background processing module gets
the data which is needed in performance analysis report with collection data
processing by Critical Path Method in batch mode. Architects or project managers
can make decision analysis like resource allocation based on reports under PMA
by front interface and PivotChart.
Critical Path Method is the main method used in the project and the data interface
is the key to the project. Providing decision-making data is the significance of the
project. Critical Path Method ensured data availability and reliability while the data
interface is an important principle for data exchange. While there are many kinds
of system in data line and different performance data in each system, in case of
gradual increase in the system, the design of each system’s data interface is
critical important to ensure accuracy, uniqueness and scalability. Performance
data analysis and data mining is the key to provide decision-making data while
kind interface and data display ensure that data is timeliness and availability.
This dissertation makes a study and analysis of business function analysis,
general design, detailed design, development and implementation in PMA
system. And also the implementation of the system from algorithms and data
interfaces.
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